Abstract. This paper presents the implementations of several long short-term memory neutral network architectures in keyword spotting, which are LSTM, LSTMP, BLSTM and residual LSTM. Also, LSTMP is applied in BLSTM, residual LSTM and an improved residual LSTM model, in which a spatial shortcut path connected from lower layers to the output of memory is added, is put forward in this work. These models above and DNN models are trained and compared in our experiments. The results show that the improved residual LSTMP processes the best accuracy with great efficiency. It is also presented that LSTMP brought quick convergence to various LSTM models without decrease in accuracy.
Introduction
In recent years, deep learning was widely applied in speech recognition. Typically, Deep neutral network (DNN) models [1] , which realize the speech recognition by calculating the emission probability of HMM model in its complicated networks, have a good performance in keyword spotting (KWS). Unlike DNN, Recurrent neural networks' (RNN) structure is a loop network structure, allowing the persistence of information. RNN model, which is more suitable for Sequence-modeling tasks, uses the dynamically changing window of history instead of a static fixed size window applied by DNN [2] . In 90s, the thinking of operating sequences forwards and backwards and generating two separate recurrent networks, both of which are linked to the same output layer, is applied to RNN modeling and bidirectional recurrent neural nets (BRNNs) [3] appeared. RNN shows better performance than DNN in sequence learning, but when the distance between relevant input signals and the output becomes longer, RNN model will lose its learning capability to connect such far information. Aiming to address RNN's problem, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [4] structure is put forward as an evolutionary version, which owns a repeating block named memory block with 3 gates: input gate, output gate and forget gate [5] interacting with each other in a special way to achieve long-term memory. In 2007, LSTM method is applied in hand-written digit recognition by Liwicki etc. [6] and showed state-of-the-art performance. In 2014, Sutskever etc. [7] put forward a multi-layer LSTM network. Inspired by the idea of BRNN, bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) [8] was successfully used in KWS [9] .
In this work, we implement LSTM, LSTMP, bidirectional LSTM, residual LSTM as well as DNN models in KWS and compare their performances in our tests. We apply the idea of LSTMP in bidirectional LSTM, residual LSTM as well as put forward an improved residual LSTM with the following advantages:
 Excellent accuracy-having great keyword accuracy;  High efficiency--taking shorter time to train data;  Good flexibility--demanding small memory space and having low requirement for hardware;  Strong practicability--having a model easy to implement. Our experiments verified the improvements in each model's efficiency brought by LSTMP without negative influences in accuracy. In addition, residual LSTMP's good performance in terms of accuracy and efficiency is proved in our tests.
Some Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Architectures
Seen as an elegant RNN, LSTM model has successfully solved the long-term dependencies problem [2, 5] . The architecture of LSTM is presented in Figure 1 , in which memory cells with input gate, output gate and forget gate were designed to restore historical information. The central idea of LSTMP is projecting the outputs of memory cells to a lower-dimension vector by applying a projection layer, the recurrence of which is optional [2] . The framework of LSTMP is presented in Figure 2 , the dash line means that both recurrent projection and non-recurrent project are optional, and choices should be made according to the actual tasks. In Figure 2 , the recurrent unit connects from the separate projection layer, which is linked to the output units, to the input of the LSTM layer. Suppose that h is the output data, x is the input data, i, f, o are the activations of input gate, forget gate and output gate respectively. In a LSTM's memory cell, LSTMP's refreshing process can be represented by Eq.1~8.
where W denotes weight matric and b denotes bias vector, σ is the logistic sigmoid function, m is the cell output activation vector, r and p denote the recurrent and non-recurrent block activations.
In LSTMP models, the equitation to calculate the number of parameters in the baseline model is replaced by a new one:
, where Nr and Np are the amount of units in the recurrent projection layer and the non-recurrent projection layer respectively. When the amount of input data is big and enlarging the number of memory cells is needed, Nc becomes large accordingly, leading to high computational complexity while the complexity in LSTMP can be controlled by lowering the value of Nr . BLSTM, the combination of LSTM and BRNN, is become increasingly popular in sequences modeling. The inner structure of BLSTM network is shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , sequences are operated forwards and backwards and generate two separate recurrent networks, both of with are connected to the same output layer. The hidden state sequences, made up of 2 sequences: forward and backward sequences, operates data iteratively from n = 1 to N and t = 1 to T. [10] Based on BLSTM, we build a more efficient system-BLSTMP in this work by changing the architecture of LSTM blocks into the architecture of LSTMP blocks.
Improved Residual LSTMP
In this work, some improvements are made in the original residual LSTM [11] . Aiming to flexibly solve the problem of exploding or vanishing gradients, the improved residual LSTMP's main idea is separating the temporal-domain memory cell by a spatial-domain shortcut path. This thinking is realized by adding shortcut paths to the memory cell's output layers so that the impact from the current memory cell is decreased in the new architecture, avoiding the gradient flow's leakage in the cell of the next layer. The architecture of the improved residual LSTMP is shown in Figure 4 , where the shortcut path is connected from a prior output layer to the memory cell's output layer. In this model, Eq. 5 is turned into Eq. 9 while other variables stay unchanged.
W is a dimension matching matrix between 2 layers. Our experiments showed that the improved residual LSTMP model had a better performance than the original residual LSTM.
Experiments
In this work, LSTM experiments based on TIMIT corpus were done on a TITAN X GPU with Pascal architecture. All the networks were trained on 3696 audio files selected from TIMIT corpus. In this work, LSTM models and DNN models use MFCC (5×40) + ivector (100) and fMLLR (1140) respectively to represent the acoustic characteristics of audio data. Figure 5 shows the overall framework of LSTM models' implementation. The number of the recurrent memory units is configured as 512 in LSTMP, BLSTMP, the original residual LSTMP, the improved residual LSTMP models. Figure 5 . The overall framework of LSTM models' implementation.
Results
The amount of parameters in each LSTM model, which directly influences the training efficiency, is presented in Table 1 . , which shows that changing LSTM blocks into LSTMP blocks can effectively decrease the amount of parameters in a large scale in all the tested models, including the baseline model, BLSTM, the original residual LSTM as well as the improved residual LSTM. Table 1 . The amount of parameters in each LSTM model (N is the number of parameters, the number of epochs and layers were set as 15 and 3 respectively in all the tested models in this table).
The time cost in training networks (run in single card, 3 threads) in each model using LSTMP method is shown in Figure 6 ., in which we can see that LSTMP, the original residual LSTMP and the improved one all have excellent efficiency with approximate 3.5 hours training time while BLSTMP costs the longest time for the sake that the bidirectional computation leads to a large amount of parameters when training data. The WER of LSTM and LSTMP models with various configurations gotten in our experiments are presented in Figure 7 . Observing this figure, we can conclude that LSTMP does not sacrifice the accuracy for the efficiency when it is applied into KWS because its WER is no more than LSTM models'. Moreover, Figure 7 also shows that increasing the number of layers in a LSTM network not necessarily brings improvements in accuracy to the system while more layers lead to lower efficiency. Fig. 7 , it is easy to find that the improved residual LSTMP system, whose WER is 18.5%, performs best in accuracy, slightly preceding the performance of the original residual LSTMP system (19.3%). In spite of the relatively low efficiency, BLSTMP owns good accuracy with 19.4% WER. It is also observed that DNN (21.7% WER and 20.2% WER) systems' performances in accuracy are worse than all the tested LSTMP models. 
Summary
This paper studies several representative long short-term memory models, including LSTM, LSTMP, BLSTM, residual LSTM as well as presents the applications of these LSTM models and DNN models in KWS. Our experiments' results show that LSTM systems perform better than DNN systems in KWS. In this work, the thinking of LSTMP is applied in the baseline LSTM, BLSTM, residual LSTM and our experiments verified the improvement in efficiency brought by LSTMP without negative influences in accuracy. Moreover, we made some improvements in the residual LSTM model. By comparing the results of our experiments, we can conclude that the improved residual LSTMP processes the best accuracy and excellent efficiency. BLSTMP also has a good performance in accuracy, but its low efficiency leads to imperfection. In general, the improved residual LSTMP is the most practical method in KWS systems compared with other models tested in this paper.
